LYNX 24 IN. ACCESS DOOR
LEFT HAND
MODEL LDR24L
ISLAND CUTOUT

TOP VIEW

19 1/4"

ISLAND FRONT THICKNESS

FRONT VIEW

19 1/4"

SIDE VIEW

19"

ISLAND FRONT THICKNESS
LYNX 24 IN. ACCESS DOOR
LEFT HAND
MODEL LDR24L
W/ DIMENSIONS

ISLAND CUTOUT
IN BLUE

TOP VIEW

BOTTLE HOLDER

TOP VIEW

23\(\frac{5}{8}\)"

23\(\frac{3}{8}\)"

20\(\frac{15}{16}\)" (DOOR)

20\(\frac{1}{2}\)" (DOOR)

20\(\frac{1}{2}\)" (DOOR OPEN AT 90°)

\(\frac{3}{4}\)" (MOUNTING HOLES)

\(\frac{3}{4}\)" (MOUNTING HOLES)

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW